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Login As  Lecturer
YOUR CLASS :
Home Class SOCS6006 - Western Culture and Society
Western Culture and Society
This course is designed to provide students with awareness of cultural diversity across the globe, especially of western cultures and
societies. The focus will be given to American, British and Australian cultures ad societies as English speaking countries with relevant




Teaching and Learning Strategies
Textbook
GLS
LO1 cite IDENTIFY essential characteristics of Western culture and society.
LO2 outline OUTLINE the Ancient, Middle Age, and Early Modern western cultures and society which become the foundation of present
day western culture and society.
LO3 ANALYZE a range of cultural artifacts that one can utilize in the study of Western culture and society, such as and not limited to
American, British and Australian cultures and societies.
LO4 COMPARE the essential characteristics of a selected Western culture and society to another
Discussion
Individual and Group Presentation 
Lecture
Reading
Marvin Perry, Myrna Chase, James Jacob, Margaret Jacob, Jonathan W Daly. (2016). Western Civilization: Ideas, Politics, and
Society. 11th. Cengage Learning. Boston. ISBN: 978-1305091399.
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NO NIM STUDENT NAME TOTAL SESSION MAX ABSENCE SESSION DONE TOTAL ABSENCE
1 1901506903 RIZKY MUHAMMAD WIDIYANA 26 6 26 4
2 2001595771 NUUR MUHAMMAD HAFIDZ 26 6 26 3
3 2301873176 ERINA DAHARA NARWASTU BATUBARA 26 6 26 0
4 2301874916 ERVAN MARTINUS 26 6 26 0
5 2301897882 GABRIELLE GARNETTA CANDRA PUTRI 26 6 26 2
6 2301901886 PUTRI SALSABILA HENDAR 26 6 26 0
7 2301906634 ALDRINA HANNA 26 6 26 4
8 2301911735 MUHAMMAD YASIR ISRO 26 6 26 2
9 2301926730 GUNAWAN WIBISONO 26 6 26 0
10 2301931081 YAFI HAUZAN 26 6 26 1
11 2301946152 ANGGITA KHANSA PARAMITHA 26 6 26 0
12 2301947224 M. FAUZAN 26 6 26 2
13 2301952180 AZIGHA ZAHRA SETIADI 26 6 26 0
14 2301954936 ARFAN PUTRA FATTAH 26 6 26 3
15 2301961222 FARADILLA FILDZHA NADHIFAH NOOR 26 6 26 3
16 2301961582 SAYYED MOHAMMAD LUTFI IBRAHIM 26 6 26 2
17 2301967314 SINA KAROLINA SILVENNOINEN 26 6 26 0
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1 1901506903 RIZKY MUHAMMAD WIDIYANA 70 75 48 66 C
2 2001595771 NUUR MUHAMMAD HAFIDZ 62 90 100 85 A-
3 2301873176 ERINA DAHARA NARWASTU
BATUBARA
93 100 40 80 B+
4 2301874916 ERVAN MARTINUS 95 100 98 98 A
5 2301897882 GABRIELLE GARNETTA
CANDRA PUTRI
98 100 100 100 A
6 2301901886 PUTRI SALSABILA HENDAR 87 90 95 91 A
7 2301906634 ALDRINA HANNA 96 100 100 99 A
8 2301911735 MUHAMMAD YASIR ISRO 72 70 90 77 B
9 2301926730 GUNAWAN WIBISONO 86 55 60 66 C
10 2301931081 YAFI HAUZAN 91 95 80 90 A
11 2301946152 ANGGITA KHANSA
PARAMITHA
94 100 100 99 A
12 2301947224 M. FAUZAN 84 95 75 86 A-
13 2301952180 AZIGHA ZAHRA SETIADI 96 100 100 99 A
14 2301954936 ARFAN PUTRA FATTAH 94 0 40 41 E
15 2301961222 FARADILLA FILDZHA
NADHIFAH NOOR
94 90 90 92 A
16 2301961582 SAYYED MOHAMMAD LUTFI
IBRAHIM
93 100 60 86 A-
17 2301967314 SINA KAROLINA
SILVENNOINEN
93 100 100 98 A
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